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WHAT IS THE SERVICE ECOSYSTEM?
The service ecosystem refers to the complex array of business functions and transactions involved in the
delivery of field service to end-customers. Ecosystems require that the multiple parties and processes
involved in field service delivery operate as a cohesive system to complete service requests on time, for
the end-customer, in the most cost effective and product manner possible for the representative parties
within the system.
Success requires streamlining process and implementing technology for dispatch, field service technicians,
warranty claims processes, service parts and business intelligence.
Each service ecosystem includes a Field Service Organization (FSO) which dispatch field technicians to
with the right parts and skills to deliver services in a timely manner.
Potential SLAs or response times also impact the ecosystem. Often contracted in advance, through a
warranty or extended service contract sold to the customer, SLAs must be considered in dispatching the
field technician to ensure adequate labor supply, albeit employed or third party contracted, and contractual
compliance.
Field technicians must be dispatched with parts and information needed to perform the work and complete the repair, requiring intelligence
parts management and potentially supply chain organizations
(SCO). Once the service event is completed, any third party labor
claims must be processed and reimbursement.
		
In order for the service ecosystem to operate effectively,
sharing and exchanging information is critical to completing
the field service delivery process. Warranty entitlements,
technician availability, and SLA response time must be accessible to all members within the ecosystem. In addition, the
participants must have a way to turn the data into actionable
business intelligence. Data collected from across the service
delivery process provides visibility and control over the process,
and the ability to fine tune future processes and transactions.
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THE SERVICE ECOSYSTEM IMPERATIVE
In nature, all organisms in an ecosystem depend on each other for survival, or they risk extinction. The
service ecosystem is similar. However, this imperative extends beyond survival. The primary objective for
participants in the service ecosystem is to create and maintain thriving, profitable businesses. Anything
short of this outcome is akin to failure. Companies operating in the service ecosystem attempt to achieve
this outcome by adhering to the principles of maximization and optimization.
Maximization is a style of decision making focused on achieving the best or highest expected outcome,
without regard to cost or expense. In comparison, optimization means choosing the best cost effective
alternative.1
The ways companies achieve their maximization and optimization objectives is by tightly managing critical
service functions and delivery processes against key performance indicators. These functions are related to workforce management, warranty/claims management, and general business and finance. A list of
commonly used KPIs by service functions are shown in figure 1. As identified, a number of KPIs deal with
maximization issues while others are focused on optimization objectives.

SERVICE ECOSYSTEM KPIS RELATED TO OPTIMIZATION &
MAXIMIZATION
FIGURE 1
Category

Optimization

Focus of KPI

Maximization

Workforce

•
•
•
•

Response Time
Field Engineer Utilization
Drive time/Fuel Expense
Mean Time to Repair

•
•
•
•

SLA Compliance
First Time Fix Rate
Field Engineer Productivity
On-time Arrival Rate

Warranty Claims

•
•

Claims Processing Costs
Claims Processing Time

•
•

Claims Adjudication Rates
Claims Accuracy

Business

•
•

Scheduling Costs
Parts Costs

•
•
•

Customer Satisfaction
Customer Retention
Contract Renewal

1

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/maximization.html#ixzz3xj6fZprq
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CHALLENGES TO MAXIMIZATION &
OPTIMIZATION
The biggest challenge to maximization and optimization is that processes are often delivered through multiple business functions within
a single company or through multiple companies. For example,
warranty entitlement maybe performed by the customer call center
while dispatch and scheduling is handled by the product support
group. Field service delivery may be performed by full–time employees of the field service organization (FSOs) or the FSO may
source a third party contractor network. It is quite possible that the
service ecosystem for a given installed base may consists many
entities- each responsible for some aspect of service delivery.
At issue, these disparate organizations need access to data and information to complete the service delivery process and manage outcomes
against KPIs. In addition, the data points have a relationship to each other.
Results in one area impact the results of other areas. More specifically, the data points help the service
ecosystem participants determine the following:

•

Is the service event covered under warranty?

•

What level of service coverage/response time is the 		
customer entitled to receive under warranty?

•

How will we meet our service level obligation to 			
our customer?

•

Do we use a third party contractor to perform the work?

•

Which Field Engineer should we dispatch?

•

What parts should the Field Engineer have on hand?

•

What information do we need to share with the Field Engineer about the service event?

•

How do will communicate with him/her?

•

How will we know when the work is completed?

•

How do we get reimbursed or reimburse our business partners for work performed under warranty?
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The problem is that many companies lack robust CRM and workforce management systems that capture,
manage, and utilize this data in real time to make decisions
that impact outcomes associated with the service delivery
process. For instance:

•

The lack of a robust CRM might result in the 		
FSO giving away service for free because
it lack the ability to track warranty
entitlements.

•

The FSO may not be able to meet
SLA requirements due to inability
to locate a field engineers in a certain 		
geographic region.

•

A Field Engineer may arrive without the right
parts and have to return for a second visit.

•

The FSOs may not reimburse their subcontractors
accurately, or in a timely manner, jeopardizing the
contractual relationship.

Each of the above issues impact the quality, productivity, and efficiency of the service delivery process. As
result, operational and financial performance of service ecosystem participants suffer as does their ability
to manage the customer experience and deliver superior levels of service.

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY
In order to achieve the imperative of maximization and optimization, service ecosystem participants need
access to a technology platform that can manage all aspects of the service delivery process. The ideal
platform consists of the following components:

•

Optimized Scheduling: Using complex algorithms, optimized scheduling enables a field service
organization (FSO) to optimize appointments so that every job is assigned to the best technician,
at the best possible time. It takes into account job duration, travel time, skills, and field engineer 		
availability thus ensuring high level of compliance with current SLAs.

•

Enterprise Mobility: Enterprise mobility enable FSOs to push job details and other relevant
information (e.g., videos, documentation, etc.) to field resources in real time. Mobile applications 		
also tracks assets, gathers status updates, and location of field resources. As a result, FSOs have
greater visibility over field resources which in turn lead to higher levels of productivity and service
quality as measured by first time fix rates.
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•

Geographic Positioning System (GPS): One of the ways 		
that a service provider can harness the power of optimized
scheduling and mobility is though GPS. This technology
enables FSOs the ability to locate, track, and manage
field assets in real-time via hand-held or vehicle installed
devices. This improves customer service levels through improved visibility and the ability to locate the nearest
technician during emergency situations, as well as provides 		
greater control of fuel costs and driver safety.

•

3rd Party Dispatch: FSOs are increasingly relying on third 		
party contractors to supplement their field service
activities. As such, this functionality provides FSOs with
the ability to manage skills offered, geographical
coverage, and appointment slots available from this
category of field labor. More importantly, FSOs can
dispatch jobs directly to contractors, while maintaining the
same brand image and customer service levels. In addition,
best in class solutions provide contractors with ability to
order parts and retrieve service literature.

•

Warranty Claims Management: The software
functionality allows FSOs to set up robust warranty 		
adjudication logic, process claims, and issue payments. This
functionality is a critical component for any FSOs who deliver
service through a contractor networks or channel partners.
Business rules validate the legitimacy of claims while work flow
automation ensures that contractors and channel partner receive
payment in a timely manner.

•

Reporting & Analytics: This is a must have for any FSO utilizing 		
the functionality described above. Robust reporting and analytics
capabilities provide FSOs with visibility into historical trends,
current business intelligence, and real time
performance indicators. This in turn facilitates the ability of 		
FSOs to forecast and plan future growth and address
immediate gaps in service performance.

Robust technology platforms provide FSOs within the service ecosystem measurable benefits in field service productivity, field resource
efficiency, and cost savings. Indeed, improvements in the range of 25%
to 50% for these KPIs are not uncommon.
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THE SERVICEPOWER ECOSYSTEM
Field Service Organizations (FSOs) who are interested in obtaining similar benefits can turn toward the
technology platform available from ServicePower. This platform consists of a suite of software modules
that when deployed, improve the competitive edge of service ecosystem participants while resulting in
measurable increases in service productivity, operating efficiency, and customer satisfaction. Functionality
includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic, optimized scheduling

Integrated asset tracking (e.g., GPS)
Enterprise mobility

Third party contractor dispatch and warranty claims processing

Robust reporting and analytics module which facilitates forecasting, planning, and analysis of field
service resources

Integrated IoT/M2M technologies enabling FSOs that monitor, track, or manage remote assets to
initiate repairs, preventative maintenance actions, and inspection services

New releases, NEXUS FSTM provide end to end field service software, enabling FSO from the SMB to large
enterprise to manage additional field service processes, from the cloud, including technicians and staff,
vendors, customer, work orders, and parts inventory. Optimization on DemandTM provides optimization as a
service, on demand, enabling any sized business to benefit from the power of real route optimization without a full mobile workforce management software deployment.
ServicePower also offers a wide range of client services from professional implementation to fully outsourced management. A cloud deployment option enables FSO to decrease overall costs (e.g., software
licensing, hardware, disaster recovery, etc.) associated with implementing and managing the platform.
Implementation of the platform, whether onpremise or cloud based, is available from a professional team
of business and technical experts as well as through a network of systems
integrators. ServicePower has also built its own ecosystem of software
and integration partners to provide clients with complimentary, integrated
functionality, and implementation support.
After implementation, ServicePower’s team of business consultants
can assist clients with ongoing analysis and advice in achieving best
practices. For example, consultants can help maximize field engineer utilization levels and productivity rates, prevent fraudulent behavior among third party contractors, and plan mixed channel resource
use. In addition, ServicePower can extend the reach of an FSO’s service
ecosystem through its third party contractor network. FSOs can utilize this
network to outsource some or all portions of their field labor requirements
to ServicePower, thereby extending the reach of the service ecosystem.
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ABOUT SERVICEPOWER
Next generation technology in field service is typified by ServicePower and its innovation with
ServiceScheduling.
ServiceScheduling uses a proprietary optimization algorithm. Every new job is assigned to the best field
technician at the best possible time, enabling field service organizations to dynamically adjust the day’s
schedule in real-time, reducing job durations, travel times and overall schedule costs. ServiceScheduling
handles any field service work, especially SLAs and complex jobs.
ServicePower, the acknowledged leader in Optimization Technology, provides an innovative global, fully
mobilized field service management software platform used by field service organizations such as Assurant Solutions, Mitsubishi, Farmers Insurance, AIG Warranty and Pitney Bowes to improve productivity
and efficiency, intelligently schedule appointments, SLA and complex jobs, as well as parts.
Our platform focuses on solving fundamental field service problems with patented routing optimization,
M2M connected services, 3rd party dispatch and warranty claim payments, cutting edge mobile technology, robust business intelligence and asset tracking.
ServicePower continues to lead the field management industry with product innovation, such as the
latest in M2M Connected Services and conditional scheduling, and Smart Scheduling Broker which
intelligently mixes labor resource pools. Our team of field service industry experts provide outsourced
field management to organizations seeking to out- source some of all of its field service requirements
through a vetted, managed third party network.
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SERVICE POWER
ServicePower has decades of experience in providing end to end field service management software solutions which route and optimize employees, manage, dispatch and pay
third party contractors, and provide business intelligence and device agnostic mobile solutions to the entire labor supply chain. We have dispatched 12.5 million jobs to and processed 24 million claims for 86,000 third party contractors around the world. Contractors
and job sources continue to benefit from our strategy, connecting the largest community
of service providers to the largest pipeline of service related work in North America and
Europe, through our ServiceOperations platform.
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